
your turn
reader comments & sketches

› Design Challenges

Re: “Cool Tools & Hip Tips:  
10 Handy Gripping Tools,”  
November, 2012
I’ve just read Helen Driggs’ tool article 
in Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist. As a 
U.K.-based lapidary, there really isn’t a lot 
of resource for either my gem cutting or 
jewelry making activities, so imagine my 
joy when tinkering on my iPad to discover 
this incredible publication.

What was more amazing was the 
content and quality of information. I just 
wanted to say thank you. In five minutes, I 
learned more tips and tricks to help in my 
workshop, from filing wire slots in my peg 
to changing wooden tools to my own 
ends. Inspirational thoughts, thank you! 

I will be investing in a slab clamp im-
mediately! Can’t wait to read more of the 
magazine before I dash to the workshop! 
I will look forward to more of your articu-
late and informative articles! I’m glad it’s 
not just me scrabbling round in the cat 
hair when the phone has rung.

Harry Harrison
nORFOlK , englanD

I really enjoyed your “10 Handy Gripping 
Tools” article. Would it be possible to get 
a source for the pinstem vise and the 
wood polishing clamp (the dark wood 
one) you have pictured?  I’ve Googled 
both and have only found a wood polish-
ing clamp (similar to the dark wooden 
one) at a shop in Georgia, but  they don’t 
seem to have a commerce website. Otto 
Frei has a pinstem vise (ottofrei.com/
Precision-Pin-Vise-.115-To-.188-Inch.html); 
it’s very different from the one you have 
pictured, but I’m sure it would work quite 
well. A source list would be a greatly 
appreciated addition to Cool Tools, and 

thanks so much for your enlightening 
articles, I do love the Lapidary Journal!

Amelia Whelan
BOise, iDahO

 
Helen Driggs responds: Hi, Amelia! Usu-
ally, the tools pictured in my column are 
my own, some of which I have owned for 
many years. We try not to give specific 
sources for generally available tools (like 
those in this column), and I usually pro-
vide them only for specialty or unusual 
tools. But I can offer suggestions for on-
line versions of the pin stem vise (which 
I have owned for more than a decade!) 
and wood clamp (an oldie, but goodie):

Pinstem Vise: Rio Grande: #113-149 
is a set of four vises from India, or the 
Steel Pin Vise from France #113-683 is 
also a fine option. You can order online 
(Riogrande.com) and use the “Quick 
order” by catalog number. Otto Frei has 
a fantastic selection of vises as well: The 
Bergeon 1839A Set of 3 Made In France 
#158.275 or the 4-inch Wood Handle Pin 
Vise, # 158.231 are both terrific tools. It is 
important to note that the most impor-
tant factor when choosing a vise is the 
diameter of the vise collet; it should cor-
respond with the gauge of the wire you 
intend to use, so double check before 
you purchase.

Wood Clamp: This tool is technically 
called an “Outside Ring Clamp” and Rio 
Grande has one similar to mine (which is 
also quite old) the Outside Ring Holder 
#113-968. Contenti Tools (contenti.com) 
also has one with two sets of grooves: 
#390-616. Both will do the job of holding 
wet stones for drilling or for rings as you 
polish the inside surfaces. Good luck and 
happy tool hunting!

your cover riffs:
Your riffs on one aspect of Mary Lee 
Hu’s sterling silver, 22K gold, and copper 
choker, cover, September/October, 2012.

DeADLiNes: 
februAry 28, 2013
Email digital scans at 300 DPI 
or send photocopies of no 
more than three sketches per 
challenge, indicating the design 
factor that is your starting point. 
Sketches will not be returned. 

SEND SkEtCHES & LEttErS 
For print or online publication 
to: KRosenbusch@interweave.
com; or Lapidary Journal 
Jewelry Artist, 88 Glocker Way, 
#299, Pottstown, PA 19465.

Please include your name, 
city, and state, and indicate 
“Your Turn” on the subject line 
or envelope.

Stacia Wood’s sculptural gem carving 
pendant, COVER

Identify which design feature is 
most significant or your favorite 
— e.g., color, texture, form, value, 
line, space repetition, balance, 
contrast, unity, variety. Then riff 
on it in your own sketch.

Sketch a setting for Tom 
Schlegel’s 65th Anniversary 
yellow tourmaline, PAGE 24.

Next time:

Write to us ANytime:
What do you think about  
what you’ve seen and read in  
Lapidary Journal  
Jewelry Artist?

your settiNgs:
Designs based on Steve Walters’ 
carved blue chalcedony, September/
October, 2012.

› letteRs

Florence Slagel

Plainfield, Illinois

Nyssa Lyon

New Orleans, Louisiana

Florence Slagel

Plainfield, Illinois
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